GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
COLLEGIATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
FROM
Sri. T.VIJAY KUMAR, I.A.S.,
Commissioner of Collegiate Education (I/C)
Telangana , HYDERABAD
To
The Commissioner of Intermediate Education
Telangana, Hyderabad

.

Lr.Rc.No.4 1 /Ser.II- 1 /20 I 4. dated: 27.07.20 [6
Sir,

Sub:- TSCES - Filling up of vacancies of Lecturers in Government Degree
colleges in the State by promotion from the Junior Lecturers
working in Government Junior college as Lecturer in Government
Degree Colleges - Regarding.

Ref:- G.o.Rt.No.211 Higher Education (cE) Deparrment dt:23.07.2016

I wish to inform that, the DPC in its meeting held on 22.06.2016 has

approved the names of eligible and qualified Junior Lecturer working in
Government Junior College by promotion (Recruitment by transfer) as Lecturer
in Government Degree Colleges .
Government in G.O.Rt.No.2l1 Hisher
Education (CE) Department dt:23.07 .2016 accorded permission to the
Commissioner of Collegiate Education, Telangana State, Hyderabad to take
action for the posting of promoted Junior Lecturers working in Govemment
Junior Colleges as lecturers in Government Degree Colleges in the State in the
following manner, in order to maintain transparency and to facilitate posting of
these lecturers to the places of their option to the extent possible as follows:-

1.

The Commissioner of Collegiate Education, Telangana State, Hyderabad
will prepare the list of candidates arranged in the order of seniority and
Roster, Subject and Zone-wise.

2. A minimum of two to three regular lectures are posted in every college
to strengthen its particularly.
a) Where there is no Regular Lecturer in a subject against the sanctioned
post.
b) One Regular Lecturer in a subject is there, but one more is needed based
on the work load.
c) Where the College are due for NAAC Accreditation.

3.

Where these are no Regular Posts sanctioned in the Government Degree
College, the promoted Lecturer will have to work on OD basis in the
needy college for a period of Two years or till the post is sanctioned and
filled, whichever is eariier and the salary of the Lecturer working on OD
basis would be claimed from the parent college in which he / she is posted
i.e., College where posting is given againit a Sanctioned post in the
interest of students studying in colleges where sanctioned post is yet to be
given. Undertaking to this effect will be obtained from the Lecturer
concerned that he / she has no objection to this arrangement of posting.
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4. Women Candidates shall be given preference over Men for the earmarked
vacancies in the Women's Colleges.
5.

Where a candidate fails to attend the counseling or does not exercise any
option, the Commissioner of Collegiate Education would post that
candidate to any of the left over earmarked vacancies in the zone.

6,

Men below the age of 50 years would not be posted in women's colleges

7.

Counseling

will

be held in three venues as follows:-

Sl.No.

Venue

Junior Lecturer
belongs to the
Zone

I

I.P. Government Degree College for
Women, (P.G. Block) Nampally,

Zone - V

Hyderabad
2

[.P. Government Degree College for

Zone

3

Women, Nampally, Hyderabad
RIJSA,

City Cadre

- VI

In the campus of I.P. Government
Degree College for Women,
Nampally, Hyderabad

In view of the above, I am enclosing here with the list of earmarked
vacancies in Government Degree Colleges subject wise and Zone wise and also
approved names of Junior Lecturer in Government Junior Colleges for Promotion
as Lecturer in Government Degree College and request to inform them to attend the

counse1ingtoindicatepostingattheabovevenueon@
Yours faithfully
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Sd/- T.VIJAY KUMAR
Commissioner of Colleeiate Education
I
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